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AUTHENTIC PORTRAYAL OF THE WWII GERMAN INFANTRY SOLDIER
Be a part of our premier Living History group!
GR916 aims to portray the German soldier of World War Two to the highest
levels of authenticity and to provide an environment to further research into the
uniforms, equipment and lives of the 'Landser'.
With that aim in mind, the group achieved one of it's major goals and highlights
of 30 years of living history. At the invitation of the Luxembourg government,
GR916 took 22 men to the Ardennes to take part in 60th Anniversary
commemoration events in the same area as GR916 fought in 1944/45. Back in
the UK, many high profile organisations such as Event Plan and Bovington Tank
Museum have hired the WWII LHA knowing they can rely on consistent quality.
GR916 is one unit within the WWII Living History Association. The association
comprises British, American and German units; of which GR916 was a founding
unit. The WWII LHA was formed in 1978 as the WWII Battle Re-enactment
Association (WWII BRA) but later became WWII LHA.

Normandie ‘44

What we can offer you:
regular newsletter, keeping you informed of unit events and news;
a vast array of expertise on the subject of uniforms, weapons and tactics;
help and advice to help you get your uniform and equipment together;
unsurpassed level of camaraderie;
several events per year, including public, private and training events

What we expect of you:
enthusiasm and the desire to constantly improve your Living History
appearance;
commitment;
team player
We are a strictly non-political group and will not tolerate anyone wishing to
glorify the Third Reich.
To apply to join, write to the address below or visit our website.
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